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Linotype presents top selection from TakeType Library

Fonts from the cutting edge

Bad Homburg, 13 December, 2004. Innovative designers have come to know

the Linotype TakeType Library as a surefire source of inspiration and

creativity. Now everyone who appreciates its rich possibilities for individual

design can look forward to a comprehensive and attractive selection from

this treasure trove of cutting edge type. Linotype has compiled 130 of the

most successful fonts in a collection covering the whole spectrum of

typography demands. “Top TakeType” integrates a wealth of fully functional

text and display fonts, plus an extraordinary range of experimental

alphabets and symbols. Just as an example, the selection includes such

popular typefaces as “Balder”, Escript” and the “Linotype Festtagsfont”. A

must for progressive typeface collectors, especially the amazingly affordable

price makes the collection simply irresistible.

Established in the mid-1990s, the TakeType Library reflects the cornucopia of

creations which arose when new typography tools became available to

experimental designers. Many of the fonts in the Library were discovered via

the Linotype “International Type Design Contest” which continues to attract the

scene’s most innovative young typographers. Linotype thereby not only

promotes the development of tomorrow’s top talent but also contributes to the

setting of new type design trends. Linotype Type Director Akira Kobayashi

sums up the TakeType Library as follows: “Categorized into text, display, fun

and symbol fonts, the TakeType Library contains fresh, new, experimental,

freaky and above all contemporary fonts.”

One of the more popular examples in the Top TakeType selection is the font

“Balder”, introduced in 1994 by the Swedish designer Lutz Baar. Named after

the Nordic god Baldur, this all cap font has a solid, compact appearance which

exuberates strength and a wild liveliness. A more playful example is the

“Linotype Festtagsfont” created by German designer Sine Bergmann. Users
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can find stick figures here suitable for almost every type of celebration. It also

includes many neutral figures, like flying letter carriers and stressed waiters,

which can be used on just about any kind of card. A wide circle of users is also

sure to be familiar with the handwriting font “Escript”, presented by designer

Hans-Jürgen Ellenberger in 2003. Each letter has a slightly different style, yet all

fit together well and the lack of concrete rules gives the font a truly

spontaneous feel. “Escript” is excellent for headlines, short texts and initials,

especially when combined with constructed typefaces.

Further attractive fonts can be found in all categories. Text fonts include the

much loved “Aroma” and “Cineplex”. The extravagant “Space balls” serve as

delegates from the galaxy of symbols, with “Franosch” an especially intriguing

example from the display font front. Among the well-crafted handwritten fonts,

the rough charm of “Read my hand” deserves special mention here.

Experimental font lovers can look forward to trying out the blotchy “Dropink”

and such tasty treats as “Russisch Brot” – the inspiration for designers Helmut

Ness and Markus Remscheid were scrumptious Russian chocolate cookies

which they translated into six font weights. Starting from the quite legible first

weight and ending with the sixth, the letters gradually break up into a

nonsensical mess of crumbs.

Whether experimental or functional, Top TakeType provides a unique selection

of 67 innovative font families with a total of 130 weights – all in one collection

for fast and easy access. Top TakeType comes with a license for five work

stations and is available in PostScript format for Macintosh and PC and

additionally in TrueType format for PCs.

Surf the wave of the cutting edge! Find further information on the whole range

of Top TakeType fonts and their designers at www.linotype.com.
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Linotype Library GmbH , based in Bad Homburg, Germany and a member of the

Heidelberg Group, looks back onto a history of 118 years. Building on its strong

heritage, Linotype Library develops state-of-the-art font technology and offers more than

6,000 original fonts, covering the whole typographic spectrum from antique to modern,

from east to west, and from classical to experimental. All typefaces (in PostScript™ and

TrueType™ format as well as more than 1,400 fonts in OpenTypeTM) are now also

available for instant download at www.linotype.com. In addition to supplying digital

fonts, Linotype Library also offers comprehensive and individual consultation and

support services for font applications in worldwide (corporate) communication.

If you would like further information, please contact:

Linotype Library GmbH
Du-Pont-Straße 1
D-61352 Bad Homburg
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 24 60
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 5 24 60
E-Mail: info@linotype.com

Please find more typeface application samples on the Internet at www.linotype.com.


